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INTRODUCTION
 With 30+ years of  research experience, we have seen many trends come and go, but employee engagement is one that we know is 

here to stay.  Employees want to be heard and they want to know that their organization cares about them, not as resources, but as a 

human. Over the past couple years, we have conducted thousands of  employee experience surveys and analyzed the results.  There 

are key trends that we see based on our own research, and the research we have gathered from other experts in the field.  

At Direct Opinions, we know what it takes to understand the employee experience and we created this eBook to guide businesses 

through the many aspects of  employee engagement we find challenging for organizations who want to hold on to their most precious 

resource--humans. 

What exactly is employee engagement and what does it mean to the livelihood of  a business? What does an engaged employee look like 

as it travels from the CEO to the frontline employee? How, as leaders, do we inspire employee engagement at every level? Lastly, why 

do we need to measure the employee and continually check the pulse of  your business’s beating heart. 
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WHAT IS EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT? 
 Employees are the beating heart of  any organization. When a business is lucky enough to have employees who are truly vested in helping reach 

the organization’s goals, it is much more likely to find success. Employee engagement is used to describe the interaction or relationship between 

an employee and their employer/organization. An “engaged” employee is one who is fully committed to the organization’s goals and their personal 

values correlate to the values of  the organization. An engaged employee is one who is motivated to contribute to the organization’s success while 

also maintaining his or her own sense of  well-being. Deloitte University Press defines the connection between culture and employee. “Culture is the 

sense of  “how things are done around here”; engagement is “how employees feel about how things are done around here.” Engagement is an 

aspect of  workplace life that can, and should be, continuously monitored in a proactive way. It is about the future of  an organization; it is a measure 

of  corporate health and a key window into the potential for future issues and workers’ support for change.”1
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Employees feel engaged with their company when core factors align. 

Employee engagement is when an employee feels that the company culture empowers and challenges them to not only be a better employee but a 

better person as well.  Engaged employees are aware of  the company’s strategy and mission and feel that it correlates with their personal mission 

and career strategy. Employees who are engaged feel motivated by their managers and co-workers; they also feel that they are able to relate on 

numerous levels with their managers and co-workers.  Engaged employees feel part of  something greater than themselves.  They feel a shared 

ownership, accountability and commitment to the organization.

Employee engagement starts at the top.  

From the CEO to the manager who creates a shared vision and purpose that inspires employees to want to be part of  it. A manager who is only 

invested in advancing their own career will have trouble motivating those working on their team. A leader who sits by silently while unethical 

behavior is occurring, not only impacts employee engagement for employees around them, but they also set the organization up for lawsuits.  

Ethics and engagement start at the top of  the organization.  Engaged leaders are those who are invested in not only the company’s mission but 

their employees’ individual success as well. Leaders who understand the importance of  listening to employees and detecting concerns that may 

lead to turnover. Leaders are not the only employees responsible for carrying their weight when it comes to employee engagement. Everyone 

within the company should have the same mission and strategy for reaching success. When coworkers communicate and motivate one another, 

they better understand their role in the company and are held accountable by their coworkers. For employee engagement to positively spread 

throughout the company, every department and leader should be motivated and invested in the company’s success and mission. 
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Employee engagement has real financial consequences.  

When employee engagement decreases, an organization can expect higher turnover, increased hiring and training costs, more absences, and lower 

customer satisfaction. All of  these lead to a decline in financial performance. In the article “Importance of  Employee Engagement in 2017” it states 

that when employee ROI decreases due to employee engagement it means, “Over hiring, additional training and higher salary spend.”2 If  employees 

no longer feel committed to the company’s mission, the company’s potential growth is put in jeopardy.  Organizations with engaged employees 

provide better customer service and experience more financial growth that their competition. Harvard Business Review states, “When organizations 

develop positive, virtuous cultures they achieve significantly higher levels of  organizational effectiveness – including financial performance, 

customer satisfaction, productivity and employee engagement.”3 Employee engagement has a direct impact on ROI, so how do we inspire employee 

engagement within the organization on every level from managers to entry-level employees?
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HOW DO WE INSPIRE 
EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT?  
Now that we know what employee engagement is and what an engaged employee looks like within an organization, how do we inspire 

employees?  Here are ways to inspire employee engagement within an organization. Please Note: Not one of  them requires paying 

employees more:

Lead by Example. 

Leaders must demonstrate the desired employee behavior if  they wish for long lasting results. Employees appreciate when leaders 

truly understand what they’re asking of  their team. They cannot say one thing, then do another. Actions speak louder than words. 
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Flexibility. 

Offering employees flexibility is key to showing them you appreciate their role in the company. Employees who make their own schedule 

or have the flexibility to work from home are found to be much happier and productive employees. This also creates a firm trust system 

between employee and employer. 

Authenticity. 

Leaders must be authentic and real with their employees if  they want employees to be invested in their ideas and goals. Leaders who 

show their human side are more likely to build better, more trusting relationships with employees.

Honesty. 

Employees become more invested or engaged when they feel that their employer is honest and transparent with them. Creating an 

environment that evokes honesty inspires teamwork and cooperation. If  leaders are honest about the direction the company is moving, 

employees have more of  an opportunity to align their personal motives and values.  

Togetherness. 

Play together, volunteer together, work together, the perfect formula for engaged employees. When employees are engaging in play and volunteer 

work with their organization, they are building great foundations to work better together as well.  Togetherness will also help forge relationships 

across silos within an organization and help create a shared purpose.
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Consistency.  

Show consistency in how you treat employees. This does not mean, however, to treat every employee exactly the same.  It means to have policies 

and procedures as guidelines, while also consistently respecting the diversity and value of  each employee.  Employees want to see that their work 

environment is fair and just, so consistency without rigidity is a delicate balance for managers. 

Encourage Learning.  

Give employees the opportunity to advance their careers by offering learning courses or training in their field. Employees will feel 

engaged if  their employer invests in their future and is interested in their personal growth. 

Measuring. 

Measuring has four benefits:  1) It tells you what is right in your organization and what you should keep doing;  2) Tells you what’s 

wrong; 3) it suggests what to do about it; and 4) it sends a signal to your employees that their engagement matters enough that it’s 

worth the investment to measure it. Once you’ve inspired your employees to become engaged you must measure the results in order 

to determine what is working and what is not. 

How do you measure employee engagement and once you have the data, how do you determine what it means? What is the difference 

between measuring employee engagement yourself  and hiring a third party?

All these answers and more will be presented in the next chapter: Measuring Employee Engagement. 
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MEASURING EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT  
In today’s uncertain business climate, ethics and compliance reporting is on the rise. Organizations are having to change rapidly 

to keep up with competition.  Change can also result from new business developments, business mergers, economic decline and 

legislation changes. All of  these potential situations can affect an employee’s benefits package, salary and overall engagement in the 

company, and lead them to scrutinize company practices, resulting in complaints. How do you manage your employees in times of  

change and reassure them that their best interest is in mind? To get ahead of  ethics and compliance reports, you must listen to what 

your employees are saying. Employees want to feel heard… definitely in times of  change.
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Conducting employee engagement surveys is the first step to preventing unhappy employees. Here are three things to keep in mind 

when measuring employee engagement.

Show That You’re Listening.  

We know that employees want to be heard and if  they don’t feel their employer is listening, they will become frustrated and head for 

the door. Even with great leaders, there can be times when certain issues may be bubbling under the surface in the work environment 

that are unknowingly having negative consequences for people. When we take the time to ask employees what they think and genuinely 

listen to their ideas and concerns, we can increase employee satisfaction. 

One Size Does Not Fit All. 

Show employees that their feedback is valued by creating a survey that uniquely caters to your employees and your business culture. One size fits 

all employee surveys simply do not fit most.  Your organization is unique and it deserves a customized approach to measuring your employee’s 

experiences and their engagement.  By creating a specialized survey for your employees, you will ultimately gain insights that are beneficial to both 

you and your employees. Employees may be able to identify fault lines within your policy and company culture, or the leaders who don’t embody 

your company culture or policies.

Guarantee Anonymity.

When seeking feedback from employees, guarantee their anonymity to ensure the results are accurate. Allow employees to feel safe to 

share their true feelings by ensuring that their results will remain anonymous. By hiring a third party survey service to develop, conduct 

and analyze your employee survey, you are giving them a comfortable space to express their engagement with your business.
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With the widespread use of  surveys and broad reach of  social media and online reviews, we know we are never at a loss for data 

about our businesses. However, many organizations are finding that they are on information overload. No matter the size of  your 

organization or your priorities, keeping up with the heavy flow of  data and finding the time to turn it into actionable insights can be a 

challenge.

Show that you’re listening, survey frequently and guarantee anonymity are all tips for success when measuring employee engagement, 

but what differences will you experience when conducting a survey personally or hiring a third party survey provider? 

They are some things employers need to be aware of  when conducting employee engagement surveys.  Employees typically distrust 

engagement surveys.  We also know that when people are guaranteed anonymity, their responses may certainly change. Gaining 

accurate feedback from employees is achieved by absolutely ensuring the anonymity of  their responses. Employees know that 

organizations have the technology to capture their computer ID and information, so they often fear this will be somehow used against 

them if  they provide honest feedback. This is why more organizations are seeking third party survey expertise to develop, launch and 

house their employee survey information. It allows employees to feel more comfortable sharing their true thoughts and feelings and 

employers can honestly guarantee that they do not have access to this information.
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Here are just a few areas where partnering with a research expert can help and some tips to consider:

Qualitative research to understand the “true” voice of  your customers and employees.  Many research companies only 

offer surveys or simple text analytics, because they do not have qualitative research experts on-staff  to interpret your findings.  Direct 

Opinions is unique in that we have PhD level quantitative and qualitative researchers on-staff  to analyze your results, because we have 

found that this is the difference between giving our clients a canned report and providing the actionable insight they really need.

Quantitative research to determine key drivers of  customer behaviors and employee retention.  We custom design 

surveys using validated survey instruments that provide benchmarking year over year results and trend information.

 

Survey evaluations to ensure your surveys are designed to capture the data you need.  If  you currently have a survey, we 

often evaluate existing programs to identify potential opportunities for additional insight.

Reporting to illustrate key trends and identify opportunities as an organization and within broader business units.

A company that specializes in both qualitative and quantitative research provides answers that are needed for the growth of  your 

business. Qualitative research covers not only text analytics but also provides your team with access to thematic analysis of  key trends. 

Quantitative research is the ability to analyze key trends and make predictions based off  the data.

Many organizations are still using the same employee surveys they implemented years ago, even while employees and organizations 

have changed dramatically.  Unfortunately, by not updating survey questions you limit your organization in the quality of  data you can 

collect and analyze. By frequently evaluating your survey questions and modes, you will be able to determine how you can better serve 

your employees and customers. 
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Gallup states that surveys may not serve their purpose when leaders are “relying on measuring that tell managers what they want to 

hear --- ‘We’re doing great!’ --- rather than research based metrics that set a high bar and uncover organizational or management 

problems that are hindering engagement and performance.” 4

Lastly, even if  you currently have an engagement survey and some data, we often find that organizations are limited in the time and 

resources to analyze the information in a way that tells them what they need to do.  By partnering with a research firm, like Direct 

Opinions, we can take the spreadsheets and reams of  data off  of  your hands to quickly turn it into insights and ideas you can do 

something about. 

Direct Opinions is an expert in conducting employee engagement surveys. Whether 

you are just beginning your journey, or you have been seeking the holy grail of  employee engagement for years, 

you need a partner to establish a platform that can be used as a catalyst for both the development and growth of  

your employees and company. Work is a fully human experience where we need to maximize all of  our resources.  

Although we often categorize the relations with employees under the term “Human Resources”, we know that 

resources are meant to be used and humans need to be engaged.  Let Direct Opinions help you learn what you 

need to know to engage employees and watch your organization grow.
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